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Reclamation’s functions, including
whether the information will have
practical use; (b) the accuracy of
Reclamation’s estimated time and cost
burdens of the proposed collection of
information, including the validity of
the methodology and assumptions used;
(c) ways to enhance the quality, use, and
clarity of the information to be
collected; and (d) ways to minimize the
burden of the collection of information
on respondents, including increased use
of automated collection techniques or
other forms of information technology.
Consideration will be given to
comments and suggestions submitted
within 60 days of this publication.

Title: Diversions, Return Flow, and
Consumptive Use of Colorado River
Water in the Lower Colorado River
Basin.

OMB No.: 1006–0015.
Abstract: Reclamation delivers

Colorado River water to water users for
diversion and beneficial consumptive
use in the States of Arizona, California,
and Nevada. Under Supreme Court
order, the United States is required, at
least annually, to prepare and maintain
complete, detailed, and accurate records
of diversions of water, return flow, and
consumptive use. This information is
needed to ensure that a State or a water
user within a State does not exceed its
authorized use of Colorado River water.
Water users are obligated to provide
information on diversions and return
flows to Reclamation by provisions in
their water delivery contracts.
Reclamation determines the
consumptive use by subtracting return
flow from diversions or by other
engineering means. Without the
information collected, Reclamation
could not comply with the order of the
United States Supreme Court to prepare
and maintain detailed and accurate
records of diversions, return flow, and
consumptive use.

Description of respondents: The
Lower Basin States (Arizona, California,
and Nevada), local and tribal entities,
water districts, and individuals that use
Colorado River water.

Frequency: Annually, or otherwise as
determined by the Secretary of the
Interior.

Estimated completion time: An
average of 6 hours per respondent.

Annual responses: 54 respondents.
Annual burden hours: 324.
Dated: February 7, 2000.

John E. Redlinger,
Acting Area Manager, Boulder Canyon
Operations Office, Lower Colorado Region.
[FR Doc. 00–3335 Filed 2–14–00; 8:45 am]
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Submission for OMB Review;
Comment Request

February 8, 2000.
The Department of Labor (DOL) has

submitted the following public
information collection request (ICR) to
the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) for review and approval in
accordance with the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1995 (Pub. L. 104–13,
44 U.S.C. Chapter 35). A copy of the
ICR, with applicable supporting
documentation, may be obtained by
calling the Department of Labor. To
obtain documentation for BLS, ETA,
PWBA, and OASAM contact Karin Kurz
((202) 219–5096 ext. 159 or by E-mail to
Kurz-Karin@dol.gov). To obtain
documentation for ESA, MSHA, OHSA,
and VETS contact Darrin King ((202)
219–5096 ext. 151 or by E-mail to King-
Darrin@dol.gov).

Comments should be sent to Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Attn: OMB Desk Officer for BLS, DM,
ESA, ETA, MSHA, OSHA, PWBA, or
VETS, Office of Management and
Budget, Room 10235, Washington, DC
20503 ((202) 395–7316), within 30 days
from the date of this publication in the
Federal Register.

The OMB is particularly interested in
comments which:

• evaluate whether the proposed
collection of information is necessary
for the proper performance of the
functions of the agency, including
whether the information will have
practical utility;

• evaluate the accuracy of the
agency’s estimate of the burden of the
proposed collection of information,
including the validity of the
methodology and assumptions used;

• enhance the quality, utility, and
clarity of the information to be
collected; and

• minimize the burden of the
collection of information on those who
are to respond, including through the
use of appropriate automated,
electronic, mechanical, or other
technological collection techniques or
other forms of information technology,
e.g, permitting electronic submission of
responses.

Agency: Employment and Training
Administration.

Title: Governor’s Requests for
Advances from the Federal
Unemployment Account or Requests for
Voluntary Repayment of Such
Advances.

OMB Number: 1205–0199.

Affected Public: State, Local, or Tribal
Government.

Frequency: On Occasion.
Number of Respondents: 1.
Estimated time per respondent: 1

Hour.
Total burden hours: 1 Hour.
Description: The process through

which States request advances from the
Federal Unemployment Account in the
Unemployment Trust Fund and make
voluntary repayments of the advances to
the Federal Unemployment Account.

Ira L. Mills,
Departmental Clearance Officer.
[FR Doc. 00–3508 Filed 2–14–00; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4510–30–M

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
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Administration

Notice of Determinations Regarding
Eligibility To Apply for Worker
Adjustment Assistance and NAFTA
Transitional Adjustment Assistance

In accordance with Section 223 of the
Trade Act of 1974, as amended, the
Department of Labor herein presents
summaries of determinations regarding
eligibility to apply for trade adjustment
assistance for workers (TA–W) issued
during the period of January and
February, 2000.

In order for an affirmative
determination to be made and a
certification of eligibility to apply for
worker adjustment assistance to be
issued, each of the group eligibility
requirements of Section 222 of the Act
must be met.

(1) That a significant number or
proportion of the workers in the
workers’ firm, or an appropriate
subdivision thereof, have become totally
or partially separated,

(2) That sales or production, or both,
of the firm or subdivision have
decreased absolutely, and

(3) That increases of imports of
articles like or directly competitive with
aticles produced by the firm or
appropriate subdivision have
contributed importantly to the
separations, or threat thereof, and to the
absolute decline in sales or production.

Negative Determinations for Worker
Adjustment Assistance

In each of the following cases the
investigation revealed that criterion (3)
has not been met. A survey of customers
indicated that increased imports did not
contribute importantly to worker
separations at the firm.
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